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Scripts & Plays 

Neutral Milk Hotel 
2W/2M 
Web Series 
In a large Northeastern home covered in cartoon drawings, Julian raises his 8-year old daughter, 
Rose. Together they create a story in which Anne Frank and her family escape the Nazi menace and 
live on. But as their fabricated tale unfolds, Julian and Rose’s own false pasts begin to catch up with 
them, making their future hopes dissolve away. Inspired by and featuring music from Neutral Milk 
Hotel’s “In the Aeroplane Over the Sea.” 
 
Celibate 
5W/8M 
Web Series/Feature-length Film 
Emily has gone celibate. After too many meaningless sexual encounters, she’s imposed a monastic 
order on her social life, vowing to “truly care” about the next guy who ends up in her bed. So she 
waits. And waits. And waits. Battling her inner desires, Emily slowly discovers who she’s been waiting 
for the whole time: herself.  
 
Intransit 
1W/3M 
Short Film 
Chase is nowhere to be found on his mentor, Gus’s, last day of work at the MTA. As Gus searches for 
his rebellious protégé, Paul leads his new lover deep into the abandoned tunnels underground. What 
begins as a frightful journey into the old railway, leads to a bright place of new hope. 
 
Villain 
1M 
Short Film 
A strange young man spends his days in the dark corners of his apartment. He fires fake bullets out 
the window; hums show tunes while chopping up frozen meats; recites lines from “Silence of the 
Lambs.” As the days go by, his villainy deepens. Exploring the affect of pop culture on contemporary 
man, Villain is an art-house homage to classic movie villains. 
 
Drifting 
6 People (Mixed Gender) 
One-Act 
A heavily bandaged stranger stumbles into a vehicle compound lot, asking to see his car. When a few 
workers take him to the wrecked mess, the stranger frantically searches for something he’s lost. As we 
dip back in time to the moment of his accident, it becomes clear the stranger will never regain what’s 
gone missing for us all.  
 
[Play.]   
2 People (Mixed Gender) 
One-Act 
Two baristas. Coffee shop. Eighties music. Tight pants and indoor sunglasses. In a world that doesn’t 
make sense, two business owners struggle to define their place on the block, creating punk in the 



	 	 	
		
process.  A short one-act that is meant to have each scene reordered and interpreted as a producer 
sees fit.  
 

Devised Work 
She-She-She 
Hook & Eye Theater Co.    
Ongoing (Production in Spring 2018) 
Continuous devising with Hook & Eye on latest production, “She-She-She.” Improvisation and 
writing exercises to create original material. After a run at the Ice Factory Festival in 2015, “She-She-
She” is expecting a full run in the Spring of 2018. 
 
Carry On 
San Antonio Collective    
July 2017 
Devised script and choreography for work-in-progress, “Carry On.” Improvisation, open Viewpoints, 
and writing exercises to create original material. Performances at Aerial Horizon in San Antonio, TX. 
 
Yesterday 
SITI Company Summer Intensive   
June 2016 
Devised and collaborated on three compositions based on Anton Chekhov’s “Three Sisters.” Directed 
and created script for final showcase performance, “Yesterday.”  
 
Electric Eden 
Norwood Club NYC     
Aug. 2011 – Dec. 2011 
Ensemble devising contribution in Rescue Agreement’s “Electric Eden.” Improvisation and writing 
exercises to create script. Performed role of Nikola Tesla. Initial workshop production at 440 Studios, 
which led to more ensemble devising and cast script re-writes for final five-performance run. 
 

Internships 
The Civilians     Literary Intern & Script Aide 
March 2017 - Ongoing 
Ongoing literary internship with The Civilians for their 2016-2017 season, investigating new theater & 
theater artists and providing comprehensive coverage to Literary Dept. Also, providing script 
assistance for upcoming Civilians production. 
 
The Tank NYC    Administrative Intern 
Feb. 2016 - June 2016 
Duties: Reviewing submissions of dramatic material for possible productions with The Tank and 
creating coverage for Literary Dept. Additional clerical tasks. 
 

 
Training & Education 

BFA in Acting (Summa Cum Laude)/University of Arizona 
 Intensives: SITI Company Summer Workshop, NY (2016) 

Master Classes: T. Schreiber, Jon Korkes (Stella Adler), Caymichael Patten, Dan Daily (Pearl) 
Improvisation: Bradford Jordan (The PIT 101), Brad Kula (Rogue Improv, BoMA) 
	


